Greetings,

Do you desire to protect American interests and secure our Nation while building a meaningful and rewarding career? If so, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is calling. DHS Components work collectively to prevent terrorism, secure borders, enforce and administer immigration laws, safeguard cyberspace and ensure resilience to disasters. The vitality and magnitude of this mission is achieved by a diverse workforce spanning hundreds of occupations. Veterans who do not meet the maximum age requirement of 37 may be eligible for an age waiver under the Veterans' Recruitment Appointment (VRA) (https://www.fedshirevets.gov/job/shav/)

**Job Title:** BORDER PATROL AGENT  
**Department:** Department Of Homeland Security  
**Agency:** Customs and Border Protection  
**Job Announcement Number:** BPA 16-4

**SALARY RANGE:** $39,858.00 to $50,600.00 / Per Year  
**OPEN PERIOD:** Monday, February 8, 2016 to Monday, March 7, 2016  
**SERIES & GRADE:** GL-1896-05/09  
**POSITION INFORMATION:** Full Time - Permanent  
**PROMOTION POTENTIAL:** 12  
**DUTY LOCATIONS:**  
Many vacancies in the following location(s):  
CBP - BPA Arizona, United States  
CBP - BPA South Texas, United States  
CBP - BPA West Texas / New Mexico, United States  
**SECURITY CLEARANCE:**  
Public Trust - Background Investigation

To Apply click here or visit: https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/427636500